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LOCAL OBSTRUCTIONS TO A CONFORMALLY INVARIANT
EQUATION ON MÖBIUS SURFACES
MATTHEW RANDALL
Dedicated to Mike Eastwood on the occasion of his 60th birthday
Abstract. On a Möbius surface, as defined in [1], we study a variant of the
Einstein-Weyl (EW) equation which we call scalar-flat Möbius EW (sf-MEW).
This is a conformally invariant, finite type, overdetermined system of semi-
linear partial differential equations. We derive local algebraic constraints for
this equation to admit a solution and give local obstructions. In the generic
case when a certain invariant of the Möbius structure given by a symmetric
tensor Mab is non-zero, the obstructions are given by resultants of 3 polynomial
equations whose coefficients are conformal invariants of the Möbius structure.
The vanishing of the resultants is a necessary condition for there to be solutions
to sf-MEW.
1. Introduction
Let (M2, [g]) be a Riemann surface. This is a smooth 2-dimensional oriented
manifold equipped with a conformal structure [g], which is an equivalence class
of smooth Riemannian metrics under the equivalence relation gab 7→ ĝab = Ω
2gab
for any smooth positive nowhere vanishing function Ω. Since every metric gab in
dimension 2 is locally a conformal rescaling of the flat metric δab, conformal geom-
etry in dimension 2 carries no local information. To remedy this, one can impose
on Riemann surfaces additional local structure present in conformal manifolds of
dimension n > 2. This is the motivation behind Möbius structures [1]. A Riemann
surface with a Möbius structure will henceforth be called a Möbius surface. We
can study on Möbius surfaces a well-defined conformally invariant equation, which
we call the scalar-flat Möbius Einstein-Weyl (sf-MEW) equation. This equation
specialises the Einstein-Weyl equation in conformal geometry in higher dimensions
to the 2-dimensional setting. We derive algebraic constraints for a given Möbius
surface to admit a solution to sf-MEW, and from there derive obstructions to ex-
istence of solutions to the equation. Checking that the obstructions do not vanish
tells us definitively that the Möbius surface cannot admit any solution to the sf-
MEW equation locally. Abstract indices [4] will be used throughout the paper to
describe tensors on the conformal manifold. We have already used gab to denote
the metric tensor. For another instance, if we write ωa to denote a smooth 1-form
ω, then the 2-form dω can be written as ∇[aωb] =
1
2
(∇aωb −∇bωa).
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2. Conformal geometry and Möbius structures
AMöbius surface is a Riemann surface (M2, [g]) equipped with a smooth Möbius
structure as defined in 2.1 of [1]. Taking the Weyl derivative Da in the definition to
be the Levi-Civita connection ∇a for a particular representative metric gab in the
conformal class [g], a Möbius structure on (M2, [g]) is a smooth second order linear
differential operator D(ab)◦ : E [1] → E(ab)◦ [1] such that D(ab)◦ − ∇(a∇b)◦ is a zero
order operator acting on sections of the density line bundle of weight 1, denoted
by E [1]. Let P(ab)◦ be the symmetric trace-free tensor denoting the difference, i.e.
P(ab)◦σ := (D(ab)◦ −∇(a∇b)◦)σ,
where σ is a section of E [1]. Since the operator D(ab)◦ is invariantly defined, under
a conformal rescaling of the metric ĝab = Ω
2gab we find that
P̂(ab)◦ = P(ab)◦ −∇aΥb +ΥaΥb −
1
2
gabΥcΥ
c +
1
2
gab∇cΥ
c
where Υa = ∇a log Ω. Let K denote the Gauss curvature of gab, i.e. K =
R
2
, where
R is the scalar curvature of gab. Define the Rho tensor by Pab := P(ab)◦ +
K
2
gab.
Under a conformal rescaling, K transforms as K̂ = K −∇aΥ
a and therefore
P̂ab = Pab −∇aΥb +ΥaΥb −
1
2
gabΥcΥ
c.
Hence for any representative metric gab in the conformal class [g] with its associated
Levi-Civita connection ∇a, a Möbius structure in the sense of [1] determines a
symmetric tensor Pab satisfying the following two properties:
1) The metric trace of Pab is the Gauss curvature K of gab;
2) Under a conformal rescaling of the metric gˆab = Ω
2gab, the tensor Pab transforms
accordingly as
(1) P̂ab = Pab −∇aΥb +ΥaΥb −
1
2
gabΥcΥ
c,
where Υa = ∇a log Ω. This is the definition of a Möbius structure given in [2]
which we shall subsequently use. A Möbius surface will be given by (M2, [g], [P]),
where [P] denotes the Möbius structure on (M2, [g]), which is the equivalence class
of smooth symmetric tensors related to a representative Rho tensor Pab by formula
(1) under conformal rescalings of the metric. In 2 dimensions, the Schouten tensor
Pab is not well-defined and a Möbius structure remedies that by equipping the
manifold with a Rho tensor that behaves like the Schouten tensor under conformal
rescalings. In 2 dimensions, a Rho tensor Pab allows us to write
Rabcd = K(gacgbd − gbcgad) ≡ Pacgbd − Pbcgad + Pbdgac − Padgbc,
even though the tensor Pab cannot be recovered from the Riemannian curvature
tensor alone, in contrast to the higher dimensional setting. A fixed representative
metric gab from the conformal class [g] can be viewed as having conformal weight 2
and induces a volume form ǫab = ǫ[ab] of conformal weight 2. We set our convention
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so that ǫabǫcb = δc
a and we raise and lower indices using the metric. The Cotton-
York tensor given by
Yabc = ∇aPbc −∇bPac
is a conformal invariant of the Möbius structure. This means that under conformal
rescalings of the metric, the quantity Yabc remains unchanged. We can use the
volume form ǫab to dualise, so that
Yabc =
1
2
ǫabYc,
where Yc = ǫ
abYabc is now a 1-form of conformal weight −2. Observe that
1
2
ǫabY
b = Yab
b = ∇aK −∇
bPab.
The vanishing of Ya characterises flat Möbius surfaces.
3. The sf-MEW equation on Möbius surfaces
A Weyl connection Da on a Riemann surface (M
2, [g]) is a torsion-free connec-
tion that preserves the conformal class [g], or equivalently Dagbc = 2αagbc for some
1-form αa. The 1-form αa is determined up to a gauge freedom; under a conformal
rescaling of the metric gab 7→ ĝab = Ω
2gab, we have αa 7→ α̂a = αa+Υa, where again
Υa = ∇a log Ω. For a fixed Möbius surface (M
2, [g], [P]), we can ask whether there
is a compatible Weyl connection Da such that the second order linear differential
operator D(ab)◦ is given by the trace-free symmetric Hessian of the Weyl deriva-
tive, i.e. D(ab)◦ = D(aDb)◦ . For a representative metric gab ∈ [g] and its associated
Levi-Civita connection ∇a, this is equivalent to solving the system of equations
given by
(2) Trace-free part of (∇(aαb) + αaαb + Pab) = 0.
Equation (2) is not finite type in the sense of [5] because of its symbol. (We can
compare this to the conformal Killing equation, which also has the same symbol
and is also not finite type in 2 dimensions). However, if we impose the additional
condition that the scalar curvature of the Weyl connection Da is 0, the equation
becomes finite type. This is the sf-MEW equation and is given by
(3) ∇(aαb) + αaαb + Pab −
αcα
c
2
gab = 0.
The ‘scalar-flat’ in the terminology of sf-MEW hence refers to the vanishing of
the scalar curvature of Da. The sf-MEW equation is a conformally invariant,
finite type, overdetermined system of semi-linear partial differential equations.
A common procedure to treat equations such as (3) is through prolongation [3].
This involves expressing first derivatives of the dependent variables in terms of the
variables themselves. Let Fab = ∇[aαb] =
1
2
ǫabF be the extra dependent variable
where F = ǫabFab. We can rewrite (3) as
(4) ∇aαb + αaαb + Pab −
αcαc
2
gab =
1
2
ǫabF.
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Observe that tracing the equation gives ∇aα
a +K = 0 as a necessary constraint
of the system. Differentiating (4), we find that
∇aF = −2αaF − Ya
is a consequence of the original equation. The derivative of the extra dependent
variable F is now given by known quantities αa, F and Ya of the system. The
prolonged system is therefore given by
∇aαb =
1
2
ǫabF +
αcαc
2
gab − αaαb − Pab,(5)
∇aF =− 2αaF − Ya.(6)
We can use the prolonged system to derive algebraic constraints for there to be
a solution to (3). We obtain as a necessary condition for there to be solutions
of (3) three polynomial equations in a single variable t with coefficients given by
conformal invariants of the Möbius structure, under the assumption that a certain
conformal invariant Mab defined in (17) is non-zero. This is the result of Theorem
6.1. The resultants of any two of these 3 polynomials will then have to vanish
for there to be a common root t, and since the resultants are given only by the
invariants of the Möbius structure, we obtain obstructions for there to be solutions
of (3) in Corollary 6.2. We also discuss the case where Mab = 0 in Theorem 6.3.
We conclude the paper in section 7 by giving three examples of Möbius structures
on R2 with the flat metric δab for which one admits a solution to (3), one does not
because of non-vanishing obstructions and one with vanishing obstructions but
does not admit any real solution to (3).
Remark 3.1. We remark on the case of global solutions to (3) on closed Möbius
surfaces (M2, [g], [P]). Since ∇aα
a+K = 0 is a consequence, we find that integrat-
ing this equation over M2, the integral of the divergence term vanishes, so that
0 = −
∫
M2
K = −2πχ(M2) by the Gauss-Bonnet formula and this implies that
M2 has to be the torus.
4. Deriving algebraic constraints for (4) to hold
In this section we derive the algebraic constraints that have to be satisfied for
equation (4) to hold. In the flat case when Ya = 0, we necessarily have F = 0 by
differentiating (6) and skewing. The 1-form αa is therefore exact, and equation
(4) specialises to the conformally Einstein equation for flat Möbius surfaces. We
therefore restrict our attention to non-flat Möbius structures, that is one with
Ya non-zero. By (6) this ensures that F 6= 0. Introduce the vector U
a = ǫabYb.
Locally this is obtained by rotating the vector Y a 90◦ clockwise on the plane. We
have Yb = U
aǫab. The 1-form Ua has conformal weight −2. Differentiating (6) and
skewing with ǫac gives the first constraint of the system, namely that
(7) − 2F 2 = ǫac∇aYc + 2ǫ
acYcαa = ∇aU
a + 2αaU
a.
Define the quantities
µ :=
∇cY
c
2
, φ :=
∇cU
c
2
.
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We can rewrite equation (7) as
(8) αaU
a = −F 2 − φ.
Set Wa = Y
c∇cUa+φYa−3µUa. The 1-form Wa can be verified to be conformally
invariant of weight −6. Differentiating (8) and using (5), we find that
αaW
a =3(αbY
b)F 2 +
5
2
ρF − Y b∇bφ+ PbaU
aY b + 3µF 2 + 3µφ,
where ρ := UaU
a = YaY
a. To simplify notation, set
ℓ =3µφ+ PabU
aY b − Y c∇cφ.
We have
(9) αaW
a = ℓ+
5
2
ρF + (3µ+ 3αaY
a)F 2.
We can now solve for αa assuming σ := YaW
a 6= 0 (σ has conformal weight −10).
It is given by
αa =
Ya
σ
(
ℓ+
5
2
ρF + (3µ+ 3αcY
c)F 2
)
−
ǫabW
b
σ
(
F 2 + φ
)
.(10)
Contracting with Y a on both sides gives
αaY
a =
ρ
σ
(
ℓ+
5
2
ρF + (3µ+ 3αcY
c)F 2
)
+
τ
σ
(
F 2 + φ
)
,
where τ := UaW
a has conformal weight −10. Hence
(11)
(
1−
3ρF 2
σ
)
αaY
a =
ρ
σ
(
ℓ+
5
2
ρF + 3µF 2
)
+
τ
σ
(
F 2 + φ
)
,
and for P0(F ) := σ − 3ρF
2 6= 0, we obtain
αaY
a =
ρ
σ − 3ρF 2
(
ℓ+
5
2
ρF + 3µF 2
)
+
τ
σ − 3ρF 2
(
F 2 + φ
)
.
Substituting this expression into (10) gives
αa =
Ya
σ
(
ℓ +
5
2
ρF + 3µF 2
)
−
ǫabW
b
σ
(
F 2 + φ
)
+
3YaρF
2
σ(σ − 3ρF 2)
(
ℓ+
5
2
ρF + 3µF 2
)
+
3YaτF
2
σ(σ − 3ρF 2)
(
F 2 + φ
)
.
which simplifies to
αa =
Ya
σ − 3ρF 2
(
ℓ+
5
2
ρF + 3µF 2
)
−
ǫabW
b − 3F 2Ua
σ − 3ρF 2
(
F 2 + φ
)
.
We can rewrite this expression to obtain
(σ − 3ρF 2)αa =
(
Yaℓ− ǫabW
bφ
)
+
5
2
YaρF +
(
∇aρ
2
)
F 2 + 3F 4Ua.
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The case where P0(F ) = σ − 3ρF
2 = 0 will be discussed in section 5. Call
La = Yaℓ− ǫabW
bφ. The 1-form La has conformal weight −10, and we have
(12) (σ − 3ρF 2)αa = La +
5
2
YaρF +
∇aρ
2
F 2 + 3F 4Ua.
The derivation of (12) still holds when σ = 0. We shall now derive polynomial con-
straints for there to admit a solution of (4). This involves differentiating equation
(12) and using the equations (5) and (6) in the prolonged system to substitute. We
then contract by the quantities UaU b, Y aY b and ǫab to produce three polynomial
constraint equations
P1(F ) = 0, P2(F ) = 0, P3(F ) = 0,
in the variable F with coefficients given by conformal invariants of the Möbius
structure that have to be satisfied for there to be solutions to (4). After a routine
computation we find that the first polynomial constraint is given by
P1(F ) =
63
2
ρ2F 8 − 12ρσF 6 +
(
12ρσφ− 63ρ2φ2 + 3ρUa∇aσ +
1
2
(τ + 3µρ)2
+1
2
(3ρφ− σ)2 + 3
2
ρUaU b∇a∇bρ− 9ρ
2PabU
aU b
)
F 4
+
(
15
2
ρ3µ+
5
2
τρ2 +
15
2
ρ2(UaU b∇bYa)
)
F 3
+
(
(3ρφ− σ)(Ua∇aσ) + 21ρφ
2σ − 3φσ2 + (ρℓ+ φτ)(3µρ+ τ)
+25
8
ρ4 + 3ρUaU b∇bLa + 6ρσPabU
aU b − σU
aUb∇a∇bρ
2
)
F 2
+
(
5
2
ρ2(ρℓ+ φτ)−
5
2
(UaU b∇bYa)σρ
)
F
− σφ(Ua∇aσ) +
1
2
(ρℓ+ φτ)2 −
1
2
φ2σ2 − σ(UaU b∇bLa + σPabU
aU b)
=0.
The second constraint is given by
P˜2(F ) =
(
σ − 15ρF 2
σ − 3ρF 2
)(
(ρℓ+ τφ) +
5
2
ρ2F + (τ + 3µρ)F 2
)2
−
9
2
ρ2F 8
− (9(Y bY a∇bUa)ρ+ 3ρ(3φρ− σ))F
6 − 25ρ2(τ + 3µρ)F 3
+
(
3(Y aY b∇bUa)σ −
3
2
ρY aY b∇a∇bρ+
3
2
(τ + 3µρ)2
+9ρ2PabY
aY b + 3φσρ− 1
2
(3φρ− σ)2
)
F 4
+
(
1
2
Y aY b∇a∇bρσ −
185
8
ρ4 − 3(Y aY b∇bLa)ρ− 6ρσPabY
aY b
+φσ(3φρ− σ) + (3µρ+ τ)(ρℓ + φτ)− (3µρ+ τ)(Y a∇aσ)
)
F 2
+
(
11
2
ρσ(τ + 3ρµ)−
27
2
ρ2(ρℓ + φτ)−
5
2
ρ2(Y a∇aσ)
)
F
+ (Y aY b∇bLa)σ −
5
2
σρ3 + PabY
aY bσ2 −
1
2
(ρℓ+ φτ)2
−
1
2
φ2σ2 − (ρℓ + τφ)(Y a∇aσ)
=0,
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and we clear denominators to obtain P2(F ) := P0(F )P˜2(F ) = 0. Finally the third
constraint is given by
P3(F ) =− 6τF
6 + 18ρ2F 5 + (3Y b∇bσ + 24(ρℓ+ τφ)− 6σµ)F
4 + 13σρF 3
+
(
(3φ− σ
ρ
)Y b∇bσ + 30µφσ + 30φρℓ+ 30φ
2τ
−(3µ+ τ
ρ
)(U b∇bσ)− 10σℓ+ 3ρǫ
ab∇bLa
)
F 2
+
(
25φσρ−
5ρ
2
(U b∇bσ)− 8σ
2
)
F
−
φσ
ρ
Y b∇bσ − (U
b∇bσ)(ℓ+
φτ
ρ
)− (ǫab∇bLa)σ
=0.
We have derived the polynomial constraints P1(F ) = P2(F ) = P3(F ) = 0 for (4)
to hold under the assumption that the generic condition P0(F ) 6= 0 holds on M
2.
The polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) in Theorem 6.1 are obtained by replacing
F with the indeterminate t (the polynomial P2(t) is given by P0(t)P˜2(t)).
5. The case where P0(F ) = 0
In this section, we examine the case where P0(F ) = σ − 3ρF
2 = 0 and (4) both
hold on the Möbius surface (M2, [g], [P]) and show that they imply the vanishing
of a symmetric tensor Mab constructed out of invariants of the Möbius structure.
Under the assumption P0(F ) = 0, we obtain from (11) that
0 = ρℓ+
5
2
ρ2F + 3ρµF 2 + τF 2 + τφ.
Substituting F 2 = σ
3ρ
gives
0 = ρℓ+
5
2
ρ2F + µσ +
τσ
3ρ
+ τφ,
which upon rearranging gives
(13) F = −
2
5
(
ρℓ+ µσ + τσ
3ρ
+ τφ
ρ2
)
.
Also, the first constraint (8) becomes
αaU
a = −(F 2 + φ) = −
(
σ
3ρ
+ φ
)
= −m,
where
m :=
σ
3ρ
+ φ.
Differentiating once more and using (5) we obtain
αaW
a =αa(Y
c∇cU
a + φY a − 3µUa)
=− Y c∇cm+
1
2
ρF + PcaU
cY a + (φ−m)(αcY
c) + 3µm.
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Let
ψ = 3µm+ PcaU
cY a − Y c∇cm.
We obtain the following expression for αa:
αa =
Ya
σ
(
1
2
ρF + ψ + (φ−m)αcY
c
)
−
ǫabW
b
σ
m.(14)
Contracting with Y a on both sides, we obtain
αaY
a =
ρ
σ
(
1
2
ρF + ψ + (φ−m)αcY
c
)
+
τm
σ
=
ρ2
2σ
F +
ψρ
σ
−
1
3
αcY
c +
τm
σ
,
from which we obtain
αaY
a =
3ρ2
8σ
F +
3(ψρ+ τm)
4σ
.(15)
Substituting (15) into (14) now gives
αa =
(
3ρ
8σ
F +
3(ψρ+ τm)
4σρ
)
Ya −
mUa
ρ
and a further substitution of (13) gives
αa =
(
−
3
20
(
ℓ
σ
+
µ
ρ
+
τ
3ρ2
+
τφ
ρσ
)
+
3(ψρ+ τm)
4σρ
)
Ya −
mUa
ρ
.
Defining the quantity k by
k := −
3ρ
20
(
ℓ
σ
+
µ
ρ
+
τ
3ρ2
+
τφ
ρσ
)
+
3(ψρ+ τm)
4σ
then gives
αa =
kYa
ρ
−
mUa
ρ
.(16)
Let
(17) Mab := ∇(aαb) + αaαb + Pab −
αcα
c
2
gab
for αa given by (16). Hence for Möbius structures with P0(F ) = 0 and (4) both
holding, we necessarily must have αa given by (16), and the tensor Mab given
by (17) automatically vanishes. Conversely for Möbius structures with Mab = 0,
taking αa to be as given in (16), we obtain a solution to (4). This is the result of
Theorem 6.3.
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6. Main Theorems
The symmetric tensor Mab is an invariant of the Möbius structure that can be
used to distinguish Möbius surfaces where sf-MEW holds with P0(F ) = 0 from
those with P0(F ) 6= 0. For the formulation of Theorem 6.1, we therefore assume
that Mab 6= 0, which allows us to work locally in an open set U ⊂ M
2 where
P0(F ) = σ − 3ρF
2 6= 0.
Theorem 6.1. Let (M2, [g], [P]) be a Möbius surface, with Mab 6= 0. Suppose the
surface locally admits a solution to (3). Then there exist polynomials P1(t), P2(t),
P3(t) in a single variable t with coefficients given by conformal invariants of the
Möbius structure such that when t = F , where F = ǫabFab,
P1(F ) = P2(F ) = P3(F ) = 0
must hold.
We have explicitly computed the polynomial constraints P1(F ) = P2(F ) =
P3(F ) = 0 in section 4. For any polynomials P (t), Q(t) in a single variable t,
let Res(P (t), Q(t)) denote the resultant of P (t) and Q(t). Res(P (t), Q(t)) = 0 is
necessary and sufficient for P (t) and Q(t) to share a common root. As a corollary,
we obtain local obstructions for there to be solutions of (3).
Corollary 6.2. Suppose the Möbius surface (M2, [g], [P]) has Mab 6= 0 and locally
admits a solution to (3). Then the following conformal invariants of the Möbius
structure have to vanish:
Res(P1(t), P2(t)) = Res(P1(t), P3(t)) = Res(P2(t), P3(t)) = 0.
For the case when Mab = 0, we have
Theorem 6.3. Let (M2, [g], [P]) be a Möbius surface with Mab = 0. Then the
surface locally admits a solution to (3), with αa given by (16).
However, the author does not know of any examples of non-flat Möbius surfaces
for which Mab = 0.
7. Examples
In this section we give examples of three different Möbius structures on the
Euclidean plane R2. The first example has non-vanishing obstruction, while the
second and third have vanishing obstructions. In the third example we show that
the Möbius structure does not admit a real solution to (3) despite having vanishing
obstructions. Since ρ = YaY
a > 0 for non-flat Möbius surfaces, computing the
discriminant of P0(F ) gives 12ρσ > 0, or σ > 0 for there to be solutions of
P0(F ) = 0. (For σ = 0, it would mean −3ρF
2 = 0 which cannot happen if ρ > 0
and F 6= 0.) In the first 2 examples we have σ ≤ 0, so that P0(F ) = σ− 3ρF
2 6= 0
and we do not need to compute the Möbius invariant Mab. The last example has
σ > 0, but a simple argument eliminates the possibility that P0(F ) = 0 can hold.
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7.1. Example with non-vanishing obstruction. The first example will be the
Möbius structure given by Pab = x(aǫb)cx
c on R2 with the flat metric δab. On R
2
we have K = 0. Here xa are standard local coordinates in R2 so that ∂axb = δab.
Let r = xax
a. For this Möbius structure, we have
P1(t) =256r
2
(
63
2
t8 + 56t4 − 640rt3 + 672r2t2 + 320r3t+ 32r4
)
,
P2(t) =256r
2
(
−
9
2
t8 + 56t4 − 7392r2t2 + 1472r3t + 288r4
)
,
P3(t) =− 768rt
4(t2 − 6rt− 4r2).
Using MAPLE, we find
Res(P1(t), P3(t)) = 2
142 · 310r44(24 · 32 · 72r8 + 22 · 72 · 59 · 251r4 − 32 · 131)
which is non-zero for general r. Similarly, the obstructions given by Res(P2(t), P3(t))
and Res(P1(t), P2(t)) do not vanish on any open set. We conclude that the Möbius
structure for this example admits no local solution to (4).
7.2. Example with vanishing obstruction (and solution to (4)). Consider
the Möbius structure given by Pab = xaxb −
1
2
δabxcx
c on R2 with the flat metric
δab. Again we have K = 0. It can be verified that αa = ±ǫabx
b is a solution to (4),
since
∂aαb = ∂a(±ǫbcx
c) = ±ǫba = ∓ǫab,
and therefore, using ǫacǫbd = δabδcd − δadδcb, we find
∂(aαb) + αaαb + Pab −
αcα
c
2
δab =0 + ǫacx
cǫbdx
d + (xaxb −
1
2
δabxcx
c)−
xcx
c
2
δab
=δabxcx
c − xaxb + xaxb −
1
2
δabxcx
c −
xcx
c
2
δab
=0.
We have
Fab = ∂[aαb] = ±ǫ[ba] = ∓ǫab,
so that F = ∓2 depending on the sign of αa chosen. Computing P1(t) gives
P1(t) =ρ
2(t2 − 4)
(
63
2
t6 + 222t4 + (512−
9ρ2
32
)t2 + (384 +
ρ2
2
)
)
.
Computing P˜2(t) gives
P˜2(t) =
(
8 + 15t2
8 + 3t2
)(
25
4
ρ4t2
)
−
9
2
ρ2t8 + 48ρ2t6 + (136ρ2 −
9ρ4
32
)t4
+ (−640ρ2 −
197
8
ρ4)t2 − 1536ρ2 + 18ρ4.
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Multiplying throughout by P0(t) = −ρ(8 + 3t
2) and expanding the terms on the
right, we obtain
P2(t) =− ρ(8 + 3t
2)P˜2(t)
=
27
2
ρ3(t2 − 4)
(
t8 − 4t6 + (
ρ2
16
−
224
3
)t4 − (
6400
27
+
19
18
ρ2)t2 + (
8
3
ρ2 −
2048
9
)
)
.
The third polynomial P3(t) for this example is
P3(t) =2ρ
2t(9t2 − 16)(t2 − 4).
It therefore can be seen that P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) share a common root t
2 − 4,
attained when t = F . The local obstructions vanish for this example.
7.3. Example with vanishing obstructions but does not admit a real
solution to (4). In this example we show that obstructions can vanish for a
particular Möbius structure yet it does not admit a real solution to (4). Consider
the Möbius structure given by Pab =
1
2
δabxcx
c − xaxb on R
2 with the flat metric
δab. For this Möbius structure, we have σ = 8ρ, and µ = 0, ℓ = 0, τ = 0. The
polynomial constraint P0(F ) = 0 cannot hold because equation (13) yields F = 0,
which cannot happen if the Möbius structure is not flat. Proceeding to compute
P1(t) for this example, we find that
P1(t) =ρ
2(t2 + 4)
(
63
2
t6 − 222t4 + (512 +
9ρ2
32
)t2 + (
ρ2
2
− 384)
)
,
and we also have
P2(t) =(8− 3t
2)P˜2(t)
=
27
2
ρ2(t2 + 4)
(
t8 + 4t6 − (
ρ2
16
+
224
3
)t4 + (
6400
27
−
19
18
ρ2)t2 − (
8
3
ρ2 +
2048
9
)
)
and
P3(t) =2ρ
2t(9t2 + 16)(t2 + 4).
The three polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) all share a common factor t
2 + 4.
Hence the local obstructions all vanish for this example. We now deduce that the
Möbius structure does not admit any real solution to (4) by showing that these
three polynomials do not share any other common factors besides t2 + 4. Indeed,
dividing P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) by their common factors ρ
2(t2 + 4), we obtain
S1(t) =
63
2
t6 − 222t4 + (512 +
9ρ2
32
)t2 + (
ρ2
2
− 384),
S2(t) =
27
2
(
t8 + 4t6 − (
ρ2
16
+
224
3
)t4 + (
6400
27
−
19
18
ρ2)t2 − (
8
3
ρ2 +
2048
9
)
)
,
S3(t) =2t(9t
2 + 16).
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We find that
Res(S1(t), S2(t))
=
1076168025
67108864
ρ8(243ρ6 + 12704256ρ4 + 131135897600ρ2 + 251658240000)2
and
Res(S1(t), S3(t)) =80289792000000ρ
2 − 61662560256000000,
Res(S2(t), S3(t)) =− 3583180800(73600 + 81ρ
2)2(3ρ2 + 256),
and so the three polynomials share no other common factors. However, the Möbius
structure does admit a complex solution to (4). It can be verified that αa = ±iǫabx
b
is a solution to (4), since
∂aαb = ∂a(±iǫbcx
c) = ±iǫba = ∓iǫab,
and therefore
∂(aαb) + αaαb + Pab −
αcα
c
2
δab =0− ǫacx
cǫbdx
d + (
1
2
δabxcx
c − xaxb) +
xcx
c
2
δab
=− δabxcx
c + xaxb − xaxb +
1
2
δabxcx
c +
xcx
c
2
δab
=0.
We have
Fab = ∂[aαb] = ±iǫ[ba] = ∓iǫab,
so that F = ∓2i depending on the sign of αa chosen.
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